
Context

Design a 
CMS that helps 

counselors
support veteran  

rehabilitation

Imagine
Explore the possibilities.

A product and services provided by Libera, Inc, InFormed is a 

Case Management System created to help counselors better 

serve and support veterans with disabilities in their recovery 

and transition into the job market.

Each State, in collaboration with the local educational 

agencies must ensure, involved, provide, or arrange 

for the provision of, pre-employment transition

 services for all veterans with disabilities.

PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS

1. Help Counselors Manage Case and Patient Performance 

- Quickly determine which cases are open, their status, and 

next steps

- Data visualization and insights for snapshot case insights 

 - Counselors are always moving around, scheduling is priority

2. Organize flow content flow - give user context

- Give user context of possible calls to action 

- Apply  journey maps to help navigate user through options

- Apply Material design standards to manage content access 

3. Responsive and Device independence 

- Seamless experience from web portal to mobile device  

- Apply basic universal standard to help support guide user

- Apply responsive grid and bootstrap design library

My Roles

Lead UX 
Strategist

Lead Product 
Designer

Hired as a contractor by and reported to the Director of 

Engineering as the Lead UX Strategist for the InFormed 

Product Design.  My role was to translate Business 

requirements and conceptual balsamic wireframes to 

a sustainable, responsive and standardized high-fidelity 

designs and a design system.

As the Lead UX Strategist, I worked with stakeholders and 

department leads to build alignment, vision, scope which 

were translated to product usecases, features, and a 

roadmap.  I created our internal processes focusing on the 

alignment of the three core disciplines of business, design, 

and engineering. I also held cross-team  workshops to 

share UX and Research practices to start building a more 

agile/kanban vs waterfall process.

As the Lead Product Designer, I worked daily with the 

product manager and business analysts to translate 

business requirements to workflows and stylized 

high-fidelity conceptual designs.   As the only designer, 

I applied brand guidelines and standards to a simple 

component library to keep a sustainable design system. 

This allowed me to quickly represent feature progression 

and stylization to a more technical team. This process 

made the hand off to front-end development 

standardized and efficient.  As each design would be 

finalized, decisions and design rules were captured in 

our design system. 

Based on conversations and interviews with, subject matter experts, business analysts and counselors, I 

created personas and journey maps to capture our users’ daily experiences, challenges and concerns,

Personas & Journey Maps

Ideate
Watch your ideas come to fruition

Defining Standards

By working with the development team we 

were able to define our front-end (HTML/CSS) 

standards and design stack.  I created all initial 

designs in Sketch as the engineering prefer-

ence for easy HTML exports using the zepplin 

plugin.  The finalized high-fideilty designs were

made components and translated to UXPin to 

create clickable demos, test accessibility, and 

maintain a cloud based design system.

Implement
Put ideas to action
Sustainability and process is what creates efficiency.  Now that we know what we agree on how the 

problem(s) will be solved, we can solve them.  Design systems applied to agile methodology allows for  

a sustainable product workflow ensures consistency and standards.  

User Testing
Get feedback and test assumptions

Take a moment to step back to see if you have solved your audience’s problem(s) is by circling back to 

your initial discovery, and user cases.  We can get caught up in trying to maintain business require-

ments, or adjust to engineering feasibility, we can lose sight of why we are building to begin with.

Opportunities

Shareholder Alignment Workshop

I conducted alignment workshops with shareholders and internal team including card-sorting to 

allow the initial opportunity to discover the possibilities and potential of the product.  Once we  

all shared our initial “must haves” and “nice to haves”, I conducted an audit on what we knew for 

sure, vs what were assumptions.

Once the team as had the opportunity to conceptualize, explore and define their ideas, its now time 

to determine what possibles are feasible and start ideateing potential solutions for each solution.

12 Column standard adaptive web grid

Conceptual Mid-fidleity  High-Fidelity Sketch Designs

Product Management Support

UX Strategy 

UI Design System & Library

Balsamic Wireframes

Scheduling

Users are given a link providing access to the testing environment and interactive demo with instruc-
tions. 
 My process is a hybrid of general to specific questions. 

Step1: Provide content to get more accurate findings.
It is critical to provide context and guidance to users because we do not always  know what gold 
nuggets of insight will manifest.  Set it up as a Use Case for context but leave it open to allow the 
user to find their way testing product holistic and seamless progression.

Step 2: Open-end, General, Flow Observation
I start with open-end questions to get the user comfortable, provide a birds-eye-view, and capture 
new audience focused perspectives. 
 
Step 3: Call to Action and Targeted Testing
Ask user to accomplish a specific task tracking ease and success rate to meet requirements.
 

Colorblind User Testing

Conceptual Mid-fidleity  High-Fidelity Sketch Designs

Search Filter Enhancement

Epic Specific Workflows for each new feature

Monitored Remote User Testing

Impact
Assess results and value

Conceptual Mid-fidleity  High-Fidelity Sketch Designs

Vocational Rehabilitation
Case Management System

Libera, Inc.
Informed

Product is out of date

Product is hard 
to navigate

Can not differentiate between 
system, user or patient alerts

Cumbersome & time consuming

Does not follow universal design standards

Not ResponsiveImpossible to manage 
patients progress
and case status

1. More accurate calendars and faster scheduling for counselor to support patients 

2. More informed case assessment and reviews for patient faster recovery process

3. Able to get patients the right and appropriate support and back in the job market

4. Allows counselor to spend more time on support than daily tasking and scheduling

5. Security features provide all parties confidence in system integration and privacy

6. Counselors are able to handle cases and patients for less burden on state resources

UX

Phase I:   DEFINE      
Discovery & Insights

Phase II:   CONCEPTUALIZE      
Collaborative Ideation

Phase III:   DESIGN
Stylize & Customize

Quickly Capture Primary Actions, behaviors and product flow with wireframes.
Keeping the Design simple and clean allows teams to focus on the core product workflows .
Determine how most users would interact with the product before getting heavy with sytlization. 

Developing Primary Product Actions and MVP features
Translating core business and requirements driven goals into features & actions
Applying minimal structural design and branding elements to creating a compostion
Capturing the core message of the product and translating that to user centric decision making

Create complete product using Components and a Design System
Apply new features 
Create visual representations of new enhancements, features, and componet behaviors
Apply & Create customization and licensing options 

UI

Audit & 
Features Inventory

Use Cases

Workflows
Taskflows

Personas

UNDERSTANDING 
POSITIONING

User Testing

Interviews

Brainstoming
Workshops
Card Sorting
Dot Prioritization

SUPPORTING ASSUMPTIONS
 & THEORIES

Behavior & Interactivity 
Observation & Collection

VISUAL REPRESENTATIONS OF IDEA GATHERING

Rapid Prototyping 

Idea capturing

Wireframes

CONCEPTUAL RESENTATIONS OF COLLABORATION 
OPIONS, & RESEARCH RESULTS

Low Fidelity  Designs
minial stylization

Conceptual Mock ups

Basic High level 
Click throughs

DATA METRIX ANALYSIS
& REPORTING

Pattern Analysis 

Data Metrix 
Results & Analysis

User Support
Direct features enhancements

Customer
Service

Apply compiled insights and user discovery to universal design standards 
What are users ACTUALLY doing
Avoid expensive assumptions,  We have the data, lets use it

Building for the MOST effienct path to success, Help the user win
All opinions are important, gather them, organize them and resort to them when applicable

Test MVP features, apply lesson learns 
Translate observations & statistics to feature enhancements and business value
Always improve! 

COMPONENT CREATION 

High Fidelity  Designs
maximum stylization

Create designs  
Components 

High level 
click throughs

APPLY THE DESIGN SYSETM

Design sprints &
reviews & sessions

Pattern Library

Apply sustainable 
adaption for variations

User Testing

Interviews

What have we
learned
MVP Growth

LEARNING &
RETESTING

Behavior & Interactivity 
Observation & Collection

UX & UI
The Process (in detail)

Applied the NNG 
80% Theory

At a minimum, if 4 out for 5 
users are successful it is 
enough to test a theory or 
assumption. It meets 80% 
of the populations needs.  
We can always go back to 
address the other 20% as 
the timeline permit.

Because our primary audience, counselors, are also veterans, testing for color blindness was a 

top priority and why I chose UXPin as a design hosting tool as they have built in features that allow 

you to test for various color blindnesses.

Universal Design Standards
Responsive Design

Customizable 
Counselor Settings

Managed 
Various Schedules

Counselor participation increased 80%

Ability to access patient progress faster

Ability to make take action on all devices

Counselor efficiency improved by 50% 

Able to move cases progress along faster

Able to take on more patients and cases 

Able to prioritize between urgent and 
casual alerts and notifications

Able to be more efficient and handle 
more tasks with a single source of 
scheduling

After some user testing one of the most obvious enhancements was the customized search and

filter feature.  This a multi-layered feature that will require more ideation and testing to truly define.
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